

























































On Founding the Journal 
By Toshio Hirasawa, President 
Language distinguishes man from other creatures. Man alone has 
Language and man alone has the faculty of speech. This is after all a 
mystery, which reminds us of the scripture, "In the beginning was the 
Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God." 
Language has important bearings not only upon one's way of feeling 
and way of thinking but also upon his overall faculties. It is natural, 
therefore, that one common language should constitute a most important 
factor in the formation of a race. Hence, a language is often referred 
to as the spirit of the race. And a culture may be regarded as the 
objectification of the racial spirit. Seen in this light, the position of 
Language in culture is of infinite significance. 
Of the many possible functions of Language, the most important is 
said to be its function as a medium. In other words, Language has its 
basis upon .'J"'c!tema as a synthesis of intuition and understanding the 
two faculties of cognition and acts as a medium between reason and 
emotion, between individuals and races. We can not but marvel at the 
beautiful mutual understanding between men made possible by the medium 
of Language. At the same time, we can not help lamenting tragic 
affairs of bloodshed between races caused by the difficulty or insufficiency 
of mutual understanding due to the difference of languages. 
Japan is now treading a thorny path, aspiring to world peace and 
desiring to contribute to the happiness of mankind. These ideals of hers 
call for her greater efforts in promoting mutual understanding with all 
the other peoples of the world through the medium of Language and in 
paving the way for mutual prosperity. 
Japan is also aiming at founding a nation of high cultural standard. 
In this connection, it is recalled that the development of a national culture 
is most remarkable when the nation is urged to reflection and self-
awakening through the medium of heterogeneous cultures. Therefore, we 
have. to study deeply various cultures of the world with modesty and 
frankness and create a profound and sublime culture of our own, so that 
we may contribute our share to humanity. 
These considerations lead me to realize anew the weighty mission of 
this university. Inadequate as our physical facilities are, we are render-
ing all possible efforts in overcoming the various difficulties and pursuing· 
our study and teaching of a wide range of languages in both theoretical 
and practical phases as well as cultures conveyed by these respective 
languages. 
ln order to publish some results of our researches, we have decided 
to found the Journal, and are now presenting the first issue to interested 
circles. 
It is a happy coincidence that this Journal sees its light on the day 
when the Peace Treaty takes effect. With a sense of joy deep down in 
our hearts, we are determined to face the difficulties ensuing from our 
regained independence and strive assiduously for the fulfilment of 
our mission. 
(April28, 1952) 
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